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You told me about a reccurring sign
When I woke up yesterday I felt it too
Singing to me coming from an old a.m. radio

I never used to be so kind
Till you hit me with the best advice
Then you've given me no reason to worry
A reason to say

Hello
I'll thank you for the good times
For me they'll will last forever
The ones that made me laugh and cry and walk on
water
Hello
Thank you for all the wisdom
The truth about daisies
Words that made me strong and smart
And play the right way

I never looked at you this way
Next time you touch me it won't feel the same
Boy it used to be so hard for me
But you made it easy now we get along so well
There's a need in me to say

Hello

You believed in destiny, I never did if you ask me, now
I do
Needless to say you turned my dreams into melodies
I always was a little shy then you walked me thru a
Crowded line
Then I realize the thrill that it brought me, it's cool
To be crazy

I never thought it would turn this way
A twist made for a hollywood movie scene
Each day you whisper, exchanging gestures
Each time you hold my hand sitting next to me
There's no need for me to say
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Hello

I still remember
Back in september
You went away it was the time I won't forget
Your absence slowed me down to quit
Then you came back and showed me how to rock and
roll
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